Jims Jungle Retreat – Corbett, India

Jim’s Jungle Retreat

Luxury Wildlife Resort At Corbett National Park
About Jims Jungle Retreat
Jim’s Jungle Retreat is situated along the south-east border of Corbett Tiger Reserve. It is
roughly two km from Jhirna forest gate. The Dhangari gate, which leads to the Ramganga
reservoir, is a half hour drive north.

Cottage At Jims Jungle Resort

Rooms
The retreat houses 12 huts that are primarily built with local materials. The huts are
comfortable, fitted with all modern conveniences, yet simple, and close to nature in design. The
huts have attached modern bathrooms, the rooms are spacious and there is a private
verandah to sit out on to enjoy the sights and sounds of the jungle. Facilities inside the room
include telephone, mineral water for drinking and balcony. All rooms have an attached
washroom with hot and cold water supply.
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Fine Dining
Jim's Jungle Retreat has a multi cuisine restaurant with cuisine of a mixture of the past and
the present. On some evenings you can walk out to a surprise Indian barbeque, hosted in true
Shikar camp style.

Facilities
Slide shows and wild life films are projected in the thatched dining area before or after dinner.
Some of the facilities provided here include taxi service, currency exchange, travel desk,
courier service, and doctor on call, newspaper, guide, laundry and housekeeping service and
parking facility. Jim's Jungle Retreat also offers adventure tours and elephant safari.

Reception At Jims Jungle Retreat

Jeep Safari At Corbett Park

Dining Area At Jims Jungle Retreat

The Jim Corbett National Park is a haven for wildlife adventure lovers. Bengal Tigers, are
plentiful in the park but are not easily spotted due to the abundance of camouflage in the
reserve. Thick jungle, the Ramganga River, and plentiful prey make this reserve an ideal
habitat for Tigers who are opportunistic feeders and prey upon a range of animals. The Tigers
in the park have been known to kill much larger animals such as Buffalo and even Elephant
for food. There have been incidents of tigers attacking domestic animals in times when there is
a shortage of prey.
Leopards are found in hilly areas but may also venture into the low land jungles. Smaller
felines in the park include the Jungle Cat, Fishing Cat and Leopard Cat. Other mammals
include four kinds of Deer (Barking, Sambar, Hog, Black Buck and Chital), Sloth and
Himalayan Black Bears, Indian Grey Mongoose, Otters, Yellow-Throated Martens, Ghoral
(Goat-Antelopes), Indian Pangolins, and Langur and Rhesus Monkeys. Owls and
Nightjars can be heard during the night.
In the summer, Elephants can be seen in herds of several hundred. The Indian Python found
in the reserve is a dangerous species, capable of killing a Chital Deer. Local Crocodiles were
saved from extinction by captive breeding programs that subsequently released Crocodiles
into the Ramganga River.
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Hotel Website
http://www.jimsjungleretreat.com/location.html
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